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- Liquidity ratio has predictive power esp. for banks that perform extra poorly
- Equity ratio tends to be insignificant
- Signf. *interaction effect* btwn equity and deposit ratio (interesting!)
Technical comments

- Do probits report marginal effects or coeff estimates?
- Lacking sense of economic importance
- Sign of marginal effect of interaction term in probit is function of all independent variables in regression
  - Sign may differ from coeff estimate

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \text{DEPOSIT}} \left( \frac{\partial \Phi(\text{performance})}{\partial \text{EQT}} \right) =
(\beta_1 + \beta_3)\phi((\beta_1 + \beta_3)\text{EQT} + \beta_2 + \beta_0 + \beta_4 \text{LIQ}) - \beta_1 \phi(\beta_1 \text{EQT} + \beta_0 + \beta_4 \text{LIQ})
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